Quick Tips for Using Book Port DT
This is only a quick tip guide. For a more detailed guide go to - http://tech.aph.org/bpdt_info.htm" http://tech.aph.org/bpdt_info.htm
How the buttons are laid out
Place Book Port DT on a flat surface with the keys facing up. Notice the device is thicker on one side. The front edge is the thinnest; orient the device so the thin side is closest to you and the thicker side is in the back.
Types of files and media you can use
Book Port DT works with many kinds of books and files. Since it contains its own Text-to-Speech engine (the ability to speak text), it plays files containing text (such as a word processing document) as well as recorded human voices.
It can read Braille (brf), Microsoft Word (doc and docx), HTML, text, mp3, wav and NLS books, along with many other formats.
Audio files including music, podcasts, and various recordings can be read. File documents such as text files, Word documents, and HTML pages are read using its synthesized voice.
Daisy titles can be ready as either text or audio and provide enhanced navigation.
The player also has slots for NLS cartridges and SD cards, and USB ports for thumb drives.
Navigating the player
Book Port DT uses mainly arrow keys and telephone number keys to move through the contents of a title. All commands work equally well during playback and while paused.
The Play key starts and stops playback. The player, like the NLS player, resumes from where you left off and it remembers your place. 
The Rewind and Fast Forward keys rewind and fast forward 5 seconds in audio files. In text, they move by characters or by sentences while playing.
The number keys on the left side of the keypad (1, 4, and 7) move backward toward the beginning of the title. The number keys on the right side of the keypad (3, 6, and 9) move forward toward the end of the title.
The farther down the keypad you press, the farther you move.
Number keys 1 and 3 move by 30 seconds in audio, by words in text, or paragraphs while playing.
Number keys 4 and 6 move 10 minutes in audio, or by pages if available. If pages are not marked in the title, Book Port moves by "screens" with the 4 and 6 keys.
Number keys 7 and 9 move by elements in the table of contents. These contents options are tracks or albums in audio. In Daisy books, the possibilities depend on what the publisher chose to include. The contents options also include the bookmarks you set. When you open a title, Book Port defaults to the smallest table of contents possibility that the publisher included.
Pressing 8 repeatedly switches among the table of contents choices.
To change guidance volume or guidance speed, hold 2 and press the Volume or Speed adjustment controls.
To open the built-in documentation, press 0, or press and hold the Play key. Book Port responds by opening the User Guide and begins reading. Note that the User Guide is a text-based Daisy title.
To exit help, press 0 or hold Play again.
To cancel an operation or undo the last Daisy navigation, press the Star key. This will normally take you back to where you left off.
The Star key also erases individual characters in places where you type numbers.
If Book Port awaits your input and you are not sure what to do, press the Star key to cancel the function and return to the current book. 
To confirm a number you type press the Pound key or Play/Pause.
The Info key announces the Media and power status. It will tell you battery charge level. It also announces the elapsed time of audio titles. It will tell you the current time and date.
The Enter button will return you to reading.
For a more detailed guide go to - http://tech.aph.org/bpdt_info.htm" http://tech.aph.org/bpdt_info.htm 

